2002 nissan altima fuel pump

The Nissan Altima is a mid-size automobile manufactured by Nissan, and is arguably a
continuation of the Nissan Bluebird line, which began in Rodolfo Guerrero rudyg. Where is the
fuel pump relay at on altima 2. I don't know where it is located at. I have checked everywhere.
Where that. Here is an image which shows the location of the fuel pump relay in a Altima 2.
Even Granberg even You will have to tilt the pump and maneuver it until you clear the float and
wiring. Cautions: No smoking, do not bend or distort the sending unit float arm, the fuel line is
under pressure, note the location of the pump assembly O ring seal, assembly is the reverse of
disassembly, and the entire assembly is replaced, and not just the pump like other vehicles. Fix
Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Rodolfo Guerrero rudyg Rep: 23 1 1. View the answer I have
this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question? Yes No. Voted Undo.
Score 1. Where is located at on a 05 altima 3. The All-New. The high performance electronics
repair kit. Chosen Solution. Also check Fuse 32 this is the fuse for the pump I think, I may be
wrong about this though. Was this answer helpful? Score 5. Even Granberg even22 Rep: 1.
Score 0. Add your answer Rodolfo Guerrero will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. Sound
familiar? Like a script from a horror film, these Altimas seem doomed to fail around 95k miles.
So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. During the diagnosis they found a service engine code
pertaining to the catalyst. He took it to the dealership and called Nissan, who inform him that
the dealer would fix it, but Nissan called back refusing to cover the cost of the repair. The failure
mileage was 74,, and the current mileage was 80, The manifold exhaust was replaced, when the
vehicle was in idle, it would surge. The air bag sensor was replaced. Repairs required for 3
recalls, replacement or radiator and mass airflow sensor. However, manufacturer is willing to
pay replacement of radiator, but won't pay for the replacement of mass airflow sensor.
Consumer smelled a bad odor. Took vehicle to dealer, and dealer stated there was a recall for
the fuel pump. The first incident was on December 3, when my car engine ceased to function on
the interstate at 70mph. There was no warning and the engine light did not come on. Vehicle
was towed to the dealership and the computer was replaced. On January 15, , again on the
interstate, the vehicle experienced the same problem. It ceased function and the engine light
didn't come on. The vehicle was again towed and this time the problem has been diagnosed as
a malfunction with fuel pump. The fuel pump and gas tank are scheduled to be replaced and
pieces of metal were found in the gas tank. Not what you are looking for? Search for something
else:. Sound familiar? Like a script from a horror film, these Altimas seem doomed to fail
around 95k miles. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. My Nissan Altima vehicle was taken in for
service at bob bell Chevrolet Nissan, eastern avenue, baltimore, Maryland, , on Thursday,
August 2, It was brought in for servicing of all the vehicles' recalls, a soft grinding noise that
could be heard when turning the steering wheel and low freon levels for air conditioning. On
Friday afternoon, August 3, around 5pm, I was contacted by the service department and
strongly advised to pick up the vehicle before the service division closed at 6pm. The
dealership stated that all recalls and issues had been resolved and completed. I picked the
vehicle up around pm and proceeded to travel home. After only fifteen minutes, the vehicle
engine started to smoke profusely. The engine started shaking harder and harder and a loud
rattling noise could be heard from within the engine. The teenage passenger in the vehicle
began to vomit and her eyes started swelling due to the volume of fumes expelled from the cars
engine through the ventilation and into the car. I immediately pulled over eastern blvd. The
dealership now denies ever seeing smoke from the engine see attach. The vehicle was picked
up on Wednesday, August 8, with the engine rattling uncontrollably even after being returned a
second time to the dealership. The vehicle cut off while attempting to de-accelerate at a red light
the following day. Uncertainty surrounds whether the vehicle will cut off again while
de-accelerating proving it hazardous to drive, whether the vehicles five recalls where all
properly addressed, and if the engine will start smoking again. Have a sloping driveway - when
car is parked with a full tank of gasoline, under certain conditions usually warm days , gasoline
drips out of car in the area around the rear of the fuel tank. Have had the car into dealer multiple
times, they have been unable to recreate problem. The problem is intermittent, but unless
solution is found I'm sure it will recur - I would rate this a significant safety hazard. Major gas
leaks. Search CarComplaints. NHTSA 03V at extremely cold temperatures moisture in the fuel
tank could freeze and form ice crystals. These ice crystals may obstruct the suction opening of
the fuel pump. Consumer received this recall letter in November Dealership still does not have

the parts available to conduct recall repairs. Whenever the fuel tank is filled fuel would over
flow. Also, front ball joints were worn out, causing the front end to wobble. Sometimes it wa
shard to maintain control of vehicle. I am concerned about the safety of me and my family. It is
an uneasy feeling to hear the gas tank slushing around, especially when the tank is full. When I
first reported to carmax, one of the technicians drove with me and he thought it was a defect
also. Carmax replaced the gas tank, and you can still hear the gas. I was told that they test
drove both the V6 and V4 engine cars and they both did the same thing. Your prompt response
would be greatly appreciated. Sincerely joann martin. Concern is the ability to hear the gas
gushing in the gas tank--fear explosion if hit from the side or rear--told there was no protection
placed between the gas tank and car sides - Mauldin, SC, USA. No summary listed for above
vehicle. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Search your problem.
Related problems:. Top problems. Fuel pump. Comment Same issue here. It all started when my
wife left the lights on and the battery died. When we tried to jump start the car, it took a long
time until it finally started and after a few minutes I went dead again. When the mechanic looked
at the car, he realized the battery had problems, so we replaced it for a new one. Even then, the
car kept refusing to start. Fuel pump is ok, there are no warning lights, we have no idea what
could be the problem. In the positive pole there is a fuse that you can replace. It is like a small
squared acrylic box right in the terminal. Hi, I had very similar symptoms and the problem was a
faulty oxigen sensor. There are two of them. I have a problem with my car, 3 months ago the
engine started with a hesitation or stumble when reaching rpm. First, my husband did the tune
up the only thing he didn't do was changing the fuel filter, as in Autozone he was told that it was
only sold together the fuel pump. We then took it to the mechanic and he changed the
crankshaft sensor. Also, the check engine light was on. The mechanic says it is the timing belt,
but we don't know if we should try to fix or get a new engine. My car had problems similar to
yours, but I didn't get so many errors, only P I think it was. It had to do with the maf sensor
mass flow sensor which I changed and solved the problem. The issue I had was that I could not
push my engine beyond rpm before It chokes. It is possible that the new crankshaft sensor they
used on your car was not original as they are much more expensive , and those don't usually
last long as they have poor quality. Even then, I don't think the sensor was causing your
original problem. I would advice you to take it to a Nissan diagnostic specialist so they can tell
you exactly what is wrong with your Altima. I've had this car for 2 years and this is the only
problem I've ever had. Thanks and good for you, we still have our car stopped. Right now it is at
our third mechanic, as the first one said it was an electric problem but it wasn't, another one
made us buy some parts that did not fix the problem and then wanted us to change the
computer, which is really expensive and it is not under warranty and now we are with another
Nissan specialist someone recommended us that thinks the problem is in the cylinder head. I
hope we can finally fix this!! Hi, the most common cause for stallings and jerks are the
crankshaft and camshfats sensors, they are sold together originals. I'm sure the problem is the
MAF sensor, which measures the mass of air flow and sits after the air filter. I had the same
problem twice with my Altima 2. When I tried to accelerate rpms did not go beyond rpm, as if it
choked. The first time it was due to the MAF sensor and the second time was 7 months after
that. At the beginning I thought It was the same sensor again, so I even bought a new one, but it
turned out to be a different new problem. I first took it to a couple of a mechanics that did not
agree on the problem, and then finally to the Nissan specialist who by only hearing the noise
could identify the problem: the catalytic converter was clogged. He removed it, and problem
gone. He said I could put a new one, but It was too expensive, so que replaced it with a straight
pipe. Hi, Did you figure out problem with your Altima? I'm having same, with my , with only 90K
Mikes on it? There was a Nissan recall announced July 7,, see "carcomplaints. I have the
stalling problem and noticed the recall. I called Nissan Canada and the recall is still accepted. I
have just booked the recall repair. I have already had the cam shaft sensor replaced very
recently. Hopefully, this Works. Here is the car complaints information "Summary: On certain
passenger vehicles equipped with a 2. Under certain driving conditions, these variations in
temperature can be large enough to cause a brief interruption in the signal output from the
sensor. Consequences: If the interruption in the signal from the sensor is so brief that the
eletronic conrol module ECM logic does not have time to diagnose the condition, the engine
may stop running without warning while the vehicle is driven at a low speed increasing the risk
of a crash. Action: Dealer will reprogram the ECM free of charge. Overall, a poor vehicle that can
bleed you dry while safety is significantly compromised. This recall repair will be the last money
spent on this vehicle. If it stalls again, it's gone. It takes long for my Altima to start working and,
when it finally does, revolutions go down and suddenly stalls. This happens time after time and
even sometimes a kind of explotions can be heard coming from the car's exhaust. In order to
start the engine I need to keep the accelerator pressed as it takes quite a long time to turn on. I

was told to change the fuel pump, but at the same time read on the Internet that, in most of the
cases, this problem has to do with the crankshaft's and camshaft's sensor. Which is your
recommendation? I consider that your problem must be in the crankshaft's and camshaft's
sensor as you mentioned. The first one could be cutting of the spark or the last one not opening
the injectors and that is why you hear explotions. In order to make sure whether the pump is the
cause of your problem, you should install the injector cleaner and check if it accelerates and
works. If it does then it is the fuel pump. Turns over but won't start Nissan Altima 2. My wife was
taking our daughter to school when it huckle bucked then cut off. Had it towed home. I tried
starting it and it would do the same thing to me run for a few minutes then cut off. I replaced the
crank sensor same thing so I put in a new distributor with the cam built into it because that's
what it called for. Ran for about a hour drive to store when I came out to start it wouldn't start so
I put new fuel pump in. It ran for about two hours then huckle bucked like it was out of gas had
no power when I pressed the gas peddle then just shut off now it won't start again. What else
could it be also I believe from all the trying to start it the starter went bad. Advice please before I
decide to junk it. Fuel pump Battery. My Alrima been giving me trouble since I bought my car
alternate replaced it still doing the same thing, bought a new battery ran for thirty minutes
returned it off and it didn't started again, a friend it's the fuel pump in tank underneath the back
seat. Problems with a Altima? Share them. I solved my problem or question. Crea tu usuario en
el sitio. Do you like StartMyCar? Follow us on Facebook. Log in Sign up. Did you find the
website helpful? Browse site version for:. Help Privacy Terms Feedback Publish with us. Submit
comment. Submit comment Cancel. Submit reply. Submit reply Cancel. For more information go
to Revive your drive with the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance
guaranteed by Bosch's new OE replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed
innovative productsâ€”in Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Made in some of the industry's most
sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps
are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less
elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine
by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit
Included. Product Fit. Shop Nissan Altima Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:.
Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit.
Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer
Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel
pump, trust Airtex. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Dec 12,
Great parts. Haven't used yet but great price. Purchas
1970 cadillac deville
zhongshan broad ocean motor wiring diagram
c230 parts diagram
ed on Oct 13, Nov 26, Prompt service and great parts. Fast simple installation and everything
that was advertised. NOT the fault of the sender, who was prompt and courteous. I will order
other parts from the same sender as needed! Jeffery Benjamin. Purchased on Nov 12, Nov 18,
Satisfied customer. Well package and came early.. Purchased on Oct 29, Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

